Cultured Stone® by Boral®
2017 Summer/Fall Product Guide

The name that built an industry™
THOROUGHLY MODERN. TOTALLY MODULAR.

Building on our beautiful Contemporary Collection, Pro-Fit® Terrain™ Ledgestone blends fine Cultured Stone® by Boral® textures and relief patterns to blaze a bold new path and push the contemporary design movement forward. Pro-Fit® Terrain™ is quick and easy to install, with groups of small stones expertly bundled by our masons.
The product colors you see are as accurate as current photography and printing techniques allow. We suggest you look at product samples before you select colors.
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The Cultured Stone® by Boral® collection of manufactured stone veneer products is engineered to meet or exceed specifications for all major code approvals, including AC-51. They’re also virtually maintenance-free and backed by a 50-year limited warranty.

Only genuine Cultured Stone® by Boral® brand products have a CSV® indicia embossed on the edge.

The GREENGUARD INDOOR AIR QUALITY CERTIFIED Mark is a registered certification mark used under license through the GREENGUARD Environmental Institute.

The product colors you see are as accurate as current photography and printing techniques allow. We suggest you look at product samples before you select colors.
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